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Introduction:
The purpose of this project is to evaluate the problems of the current KCI (Kingsburg Cultivator
Incorporated) olive tree hedger in use at California Olive Ranch (COR) in Artois, CA, and then correct
these problems which should yield a better performing, more efficient, and reliable machine. These
problems include: the hydraulic oil temperature getting too high, the saw blades not having enough
horsepower, and poor cutting performance due to operator error as well as terrain variations.

The stakeholders for this project are the California Olive Ranch, the senior project team, and Cal Poly
Mechanical Engineering Department. The specific timing goal of the project is to have as many of the
modifications designed and implemented by the end of March, when the machine will be needed back
in Artois for spring pruning.

The benefits of the improved system will increase cutting performance, cutting more branches than
the previous design. These improvements will also reduce the down time of the machine due to
overheating and bearing failure. The improvements will also allow the operator to control the hedger
easier and more accurately.

Figure 1. Current KCI hedger used at Cal Olive Ranch. Machine is shown in the hedging position.
Side panels removed due to heat buildup within the hedger from operation.
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Background:
The current olive tree hedger in use at Cal Olive Ranch was developed by Kingsburg Cultivator Inc.
(KCI). It employs a four head cutting system, two on each side of the machine. The cutting heads
consists of a “star”, each with three eighteen inch saw blade at the end. The “stars” rotate in opposite
directions by using two timing chains connected to the same hydraulic motor. Horsepower at the
blades is one of the most important measurements for this project. The horsepower needed at the
blades will determine the requirements for the rest of the hydraulic system.
There are other different style hedgers currently on the market. They are classified by the style in
which they cut. The most common styles include sickle bar, mower type blades, and saw blades either
on stars on in line. A sickle bar utilizes a stationary bar with triangular blades sitting below another bar
also with triangular blades that oscillate back and forth very rapidly. After researching the other
options on the market; the current rotating stars with saw blades is the best option based on the needs
of the California Olive Ranch. The rotating stars style works well because as the branches are cut, the
debris is thrown off the tree and lands in the middle of the row. This eliminates the problem of getting
debris in the olive bin when the trees are harvested.

Figure 2. The above images are of the three most common cutting systems employed by olive
farmers today. From left to right: sickle bar, mower style blades, and saw blades arranged in line.

Although the current system works, it has much room for improvement. For one, the hydraulic
components are undersized for the environment the hedger operates in. The blade shaft carriers are
also overly complicated and require too much time to replace the blades. Research has shown that
there is many other options for all the hydraulic components on the hedger. Replacement of these
hydraulic components should result in increased performance and efficiency from the hedger.
The current hydraulic system on the KCI hedger is comprised of a double PTO driven pump, four gear
motors that operate the blades, and two orbit motors that turn the stars. The pump is made by Cessna
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and flows 15 gallons per minute per side at 1100 psi. The motors are made by Sanders and all are
gear type motors. A flow divider directs 11 gallons per minute to the blade motors while 4 gallons per
minute are routed to the star motors. The blade motors are plumbed in series for both sides. We will
be meeting with Wendy Soderblom, the owner of Central Coast Bearing in San Luis Obispo to help us
analyze the current system and make improvements by possibly changing motor types and or
changing the series plumbing to a parallel system.

There are a variety of different style hydraulic pump types on the market. The current pump styles on
the KCI hedger are gear pumps. Gear pumps are relatively cheap, durable, very simple, but less
efficient because they are a fixed displacement unit. They work best at pressures under 3000 psi and
are suited for high speed applications. Vane pumps are also cheap, simple, and reliable, but they are
designed for higher-flow, lower-pressure applications. Piston pumps are another possible pump
replacement. They are more expensive than the gear or vane pumps, but they have a longer life at
higher pressures. There are two basic styles of piston pumps. The axial piston pump has variable
displacement therefore the output flow rate and pressure can be varied. There is also the radial piston
pump which is designed for high pressure, low flow systems.

We looked up a few possible hydraulic distributors near California Olive Ranch that we can order
hydraulic components from. The first is Motion Industries Incorporated (www.motionmro.com). Their
phone number is (530) 662-9651, and they have offices in Ukiah, Woodland, and Sacramento. The
next company is Applied Industrial Technologies (www.applied.com) in Redding (930) 224-4050 and
Yuba City (530) 671-0700. The last company is Berendsen Fluid Power (www.bfpna.com) in
Sacramento (916) 372-0550.

As mentioned earlier, the blade motors are plumbed in series for each side. This poses a potential
problem if there is a pressure drop across the first motor. Both motors would still be seeing the same
flow rate but different pressures. Because horsepower is directly related to the product of flow rate and
pressure, the motors would not be making the same horsepower therefore resulting in decreased
cutting performance. We will be exploring the issue of parallel versus series more in depth with Wendy
as well as other hydraulic companies. From Womack Machine, "Parallel Motors: Two identical
motors connected in parallel will develop twice the torque and half the speed as one of these motors
working from the same pump. Unless the motors are mechanically tied together in some way, more oil
will go to the motor with the lighter load. Sometimes flow splitting valves are used to divide the flow
equally. Series Motors: Two identical motors in series will run approximately the same speed
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regardless of the difference in their load. They will divide the pump pressure in proportion to the load
on each. Make sure that motors used in series are capable of having both ports pressurized."

To cool down the hydraulic fluid to keep the motors running at optimum viscosity, the hedger uses a
heat exchanger. Heat exchangers are used to transfer thermal energy from one medium to another for
the purpose of cooling and heating. The heat exchanger in the Cal Olive hedger convects heat from
the hydraulic fluid to its environment for the purpose of cooling that fluid. The current system utilizes a
heat exchanger from the company Thermal Transfer Products. This exchanger is one of their smaller
base models that have a hydraulic fan attached. This unit sits inside the hedger towards the rear.

Objectives:
The main objective is to redesign components of the hedger system to increase efficiency, resulting in
improved cutting percentage of the olive branches. To accomplish this, the first component of the
hedger to be redesigned is the hydraulic system. The current system has undersized components and
is inefficient causing heating issues for the duty cycle required. This leads to a drop in horsepower and
therefore a reduction in cutting efficiency. A sub objective is to redesign the bearing carriers that the
blade shafts are held by for easier blade changes. The final objective is to implement a self-leveling
and aligning controller to improve the quality of the cutting and put less strain on the operator. The
leveling sensor will be placed on the cutting head to automatically adjust the angle of the stars
depending on the terrain. While in the hedging position the sensors will adjust the cutting head
clockwise or counter-clockwise in unison to maintain a constant cutting width for each row.
∘Specifications: (The engineering requirements are found in Table A.2 in Appendix A.)
- Redesign blade shaft and bearing housing
- Redesign heat exchanger
- Redesign the hydraulics of hedger to be implemented in existing system and future models.
- Implement self-leveling controller
- Implement aligning system

The results of the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) spreadsheet are presented under Table A.1 in
Appendix A. This QFD is a method to correlate customer requirements with engineering specifications
in which each customer requirement is ranked by correlation strength to the engineering
specifications. The customer requirements are also compared to the current model specifications. The
engineering requirements are found in Table A.2 in Appendix A.
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Design Development:
Hydraulic Oil:
Currently the hedger is being used in the middle of summer and can thus see ambient temperatures in
the 100+F range with the hedger running 10 hours a day in the pure sunlight. This means that the
hydraulic fluid can run extra hot. During a typical day, the hydraulic fluid can get up to or above 200
degrees F. After passing through a heat exchanger the temperature goes down to about 180 degrees
F. This is a problem because as the temperature goes up, the viscosity of the fluid goes down. When
the viscosity goes down the losses in the pump and motors increase. When the pump pressure goes
down the horsepower the blades see is diminished. This in turn means that the hedger's cutting
performance will decrease.
Currently, the fluid being used is the Statoil Hydraulic Lift Oil 46. In the morning when temperatures
are lower, there is satisfactory performance from the cutting blades, but once the temperatures start to
rise, the cutting performance also starts to diminish. At this operating point the temperature is about
180 degrees F and a Viscosity of about 11 centistokes. Ideally the hedger should not run lower than
15 centistokes to maintain pump performance.

Our first approach was to simply exchange the hydraulic fluid with one that runs at the desired
viscosity. We went through many fluids and made a note of 15 fluids and out of those 15, the top 5
were chosen for comparison.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Viscosity for top 5 hydraulic fluids chosen.
For our system, the Mobil SHC 526, Conoco Quintolubric 822-450, and the Conoco Syndustrial FR
Hydra Fluid 68 were all possible replacements to the Statoil Hydraulic Lift Oil 46. The problem we now
faced was that all of these replacement oils were more than twice the price for a 55 gallon price when
compared to the current oil. This may not seem that much of a difference but changing hydraulic fluid
is a regularly occurring maintenance item that will add to cost greatly in the long run. Cal Olive also
uses the Statoil Fluid for all their other hydraulic machinery, adding an extra item to inventory and
keep track of. Therefore upgrading to a better hydraulic fluid has a higher long term cost to benefit
ratio and we will need a different way to solve the issue about viscosity somehow else. That is why we
decided that the best route to pursue would be to keep the current hydraulic fluid and to upgrade the
heat exchanger.
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Heat Exchanger:
As stated earlier, during peak temperatures, the temperature of the hydraulic fluid can get up to 200+
degrees F and the current heat exchanger will cool it down to 180 degrees F. At this temperature the
viscosity is about 11 centistokes. But we would like to be above 15 centistokes. So eventually our goal
will be to bring the temperature of the oil down to less than 160 degrees F.

Figure 4. Original Oil-to-Air Heat Exchanger in the Cal Olive hedger.
The current system is a forced convection oil-to-air heat exchanger that uses the surrounding air to
receive excess heat. The fins are designed to promote turbulent air flow to improve heat transfer
capability. The goal with the new heat exchanger will be to get the hydraulic fluid down to less than
160 degrees F on the hottest days in the summer.
The heat exchanger company Hydac has a unique way to compute the heat dissipated based on the
hydraulic fluid tank volume, fluid temperature difference at the beginning of operation then at steady
state, and the time it takes to get to steady state.
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Figure 5. Viscosity chart of actual versus desired range of viscosity.
The variables necessary to compute the calculation are the volume of the tank, the density of the oil,
the specific heat capacity, the desired oil temperature, the ambient air temperature, the system
temperature increase from start to steady state and the time it takes to reach steady state.
Having the hedger start operation in the morning, the initial starting temperature is around 70°F and it
takes approximately 4 hours to reach the steady state hot side hydraulic fluid temperature of 200°F.
The tank volume is 75 gallons, or 284 liters. The density is 0.874 kg/L. The specific heat capacity is
approximately 2.161 kJ/kg K.
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T1 is the desired oil temperature, and T3 is the ambient air temperature. T3 is assumed to be 120°F
to relate to the hottest possible temperatures during the summer. The desired temperature for the
old system is the actual 180°F. The desired temperature for the new temperature is 160°F.
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OLD System

NEW System

P01 represents the heat dissipation per degree Celsius required to reduce the system steady state
temperature of 200°F to the desired oil temperature. Many heat exchangers are categorized by this
value.

Alignment System:
Currently there is no way for the hedger operator to know exactly where he is side-to-side in the olive
row while hedging. There is a product on the market currently that is designed for an application such
as this that utilizes a special camera and a computer to let the operator know his location. The only
problem with this system is that it is extremely expensive (approximately $10,000), and is not a very
cost effective method for the California Olive Ranch.
The head mechanic at the California Olive Ranch, Steve Howe, has been prototyping an alignment
system on another piece of machinery and wants us to see if we can improve on his design to make it
more robust and hopefully more accurate. The alignment system will incorporate arms that protrude
from both sides of the hedger. Attached to these arms will be spring loaded "feeler arms" that will be
made out of nylon and be the part of the system that will make contact with the trunk of the olive tree.
When the "feeler arm" makes contact with the tree trunk, a micro-switch will be activated causing a
light in the operator's cabin to become illuminated signaling that the operator is too far to the right or
left. The feeler arms will be adjustable in multiple directions to accommodate variations in row width
and trunk height.
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Figure 6. Prototype alignment system on another piece of equipment at Cal Olive.

Bearing Carrier:
The development of the new bearing carrier begins with a study of the forces the component will see
during operation. The main focus of this analysis is to determine the reaction forces on the bearings
and housing. This will yield the primary problem areas and how to correct them for a more efficient
component. A free body diagram (FBD) of these forces applied to the blade shaft is depicted in figure
B.1 of Appendix B. The forces shown in the FBD are calculated assumptions based on suggestions
from the blade manufacturer, Cal Olive Ranch, and personal experience. After the analysis was
completed the primary concern is the axial load produced by the torque applied to king nut when
tightening the blade down. All the other forces included cause normal wear to the bearings; making
improvement in these areas would not be cost effective.
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Figure 7. Shown above is the current bearing carrier and blade shaft used in the KCI hedger.
Upon further inspection and analysis the axial load produced by the common style of tightening the
king nut produces a force of approximately 4300 pounds (lbs.). This value was confirmed by solving
for the preload based off of the friction keeping the blade from spinning. This calculation resulted in a
value of approximately 4500 lbs., confirming the results of the initial calculation.
Equations and values used to determining the axial load “P”,
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Some key assumptions needed to be made to arrive at these values. The primary assumption is the
torque applied to the king nut by the impact gun used to tighten it. To be conservative, an estimate of
80 ft*lbs of torque is used to secure the king nut and allow placement of the cotter pin.
After coming to the solution for the axial load and inspecting the bearing carrier design further a
question began to trouble the group. “If such a high axial load was applied to the ball bearing, how did
they last as long as they typically did without burning up?” The solution came in the subtle addition of
a steel collar between the bearings. The axial force is never meant to be applied directly to the
bearings but is to be transmitted through the inner ring of the bearings along this collar. In an ideal
case the bearing never sees this axial load due to the design of the drive shaft which should support
the entire force. On occasion however the bearings do see this force resulting in bearing failure.
Based on this problem a new bearing carrier design has been generated to eliminate the possibility of
bearing failure due to the possible axial load. The solution includes two improvements to the current
design. The first is an extension of the drive shaft which will stop any contact between the bearings
and blade clamps. This will transfer the load through the bearing more efficiently than the original
system. A simple collar will be welded to the top blade clamp and rest on the inner bearing ring. The
second improvement will be to install single row tapered roller bearings to replace the existing ball
bearings. The purpose of the tapered rollers is to be a secondary fail safe if the axial load should be
applied to the bearings. The tapered rollers will be installed in opposite directions therefore sharing
any thrust loading between them equally. A Solidworks model of the new system is shown below in
figure 9.
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Figure 8. The rendering of the completed bearing carrier includes both the extended drive shaft and
tapered roller bearings as mentioned in the above paragraph. This rendering does not include the new
Blade shafts. Mechanical drawings of the assembly and components can be found in figures B.2 –B.8
of Appendix B.
The current ball bearings in the bearing carrier are produced by ZKL bearings. The new tapered roller
bearings are produced by Timken (See Table D.1 for bearing specifications) with common dimensions
which allow minimal machining to adjust the current carriers to accept the new bearings. This
machining will not weaken the carrier, so continued quality of operation remains the same. The
redesigned bearing carrier will reduce unscheduled maintenance and precious downtime of the
hedger increasing productivity and profits.

Figure 9. Image of tapered roller bearing similar to the Timken bearing mentioned above.
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Final Design:
Alignment System:
The alignment system for the hedger will be a rather simple mechanism that will be robust enough to
handle the abuse that it will see from daily use in the field. One four foot section of 2.5" square tubing
will be welded onto the hedger frame at the bottom front of the hydraulic tank. It will have two 5/8" set
screws to hold the feeler arm tubes in place.
The feeler arm tubes will be constructed of 2" square tubing approximately three feet in length. At the
outer end of the tubes, a small length of 1.25" square tubing will be welded in vertical for adjusting the
pivot arms up and down. These will also have set screws, but of a 3/8" diameter.
Inside the 1.25" square tubing, a 1" diameter round tube will placed. This 1" diameter tube is what the
feeler arm will pivot in. A piece of .75" solid round stock will be the shaft that is rotating. Washers will
be welded on both ends of the solid stock to prevent it from moving axially in the housing. At the very
bottom of the solid stock, another short piece of tubing will be welded perpendicularly to the shaft. This
short piece of tubing will have one 3/8" diameter set screw that will hold the nylon rod which is going
to be contacting the olive tree trunk.
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Figure 10. The image shown is the completed feeler arm. The bow rod is not attached and the
shielding plate is removed to show components.

The washer on the top of the shaft will have a cam profile ground into it so that when the nylon rod
comes into contact with the tree trunk, the shaft will pivot and the micro-switch that will be mounted
next to the washer, will be activated. The activation of this micro-switch will complete the circuit of the
light bar that will be mounted in front of the operator. This light bar will be nothing more than an
electrical box with two lights on it, one for the left side, and one for the right side. When one of the
lights flashes, it's telling the operator that he or she is too far to that side, and they can adjust
accordingly. The washer will also have a section of its body removed, so a pin welded to the housing
will prevent the shaft from over rotating, and locate its equilibrium position.
The feeler arm will return to its equilibrium position from the moment caused by a tension spring that
will be mounted between the front top of the rotating shaft and another post located approximately six
inches away on the long tube. This spring will not be permanent; therefore making spring changes
based on field conditions will not be an issue. Solidworks drawings of the feeler arm components are
shown in Appendix B figure B.10 – B.14.
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Bearing Carriers and Blade shafts:
A major part of the KCI hedger redesign is the implementation of tapered roller bearing and new blade
shafts. The Idea behind the new blade shafts came as an added requirement to the project. The
design of these shafts was already completed by COR but manufacturing was placed on our senior
project group to ensure the new blade shafts mated with the existing bearing carriers. A Solidworks
drawing of the new blade shaft is found in Appendix B figures B.9. To allow the new bearings and
shafts to fit the existing bearing carriers, machining was required. The bearing carrier housings
needed to be machined down to allow for the thicker but same diameter tapered roller bearings. The
Solidworks drawing for the new bearing carrier housings is found in Appendix B figures B.5. The New
blade shafts needed to be built from stock materials. The last components which needed to be made
were spacers to correctly preload the new bearings and allow for the bearings to seal containing the
lubricating grease.

Figure 11. Shown above are the new blade shafts and spacers awaiting installation into the modified
bearing carriers.
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There is twelve of each of the components and due to the limited amount of time before the hedger
had to be returned to COR and the limited access to the machine shop during winter quarter, the only
option for manufacturing the components was to get outside help. Pablo Aguirre at Precision Machine
Co. in San Luis Obispo, CA was able to meet the required deadline and was able to manufacture all
the parts needed. A complete order form with approximate pricing is shown in appendix C, table C.4.
The process of payment for goods and services was handled through Steve Howe at COR who
directly contacted Precision Machine when the order had been completed.

Figure 12. Business card for Pablo at Precision Machine
Heat Exchanger:
Cal Olive wanted to replace the heat exchanger with one from the same company as the old one,
Thermal Transfer Products. Based on their catalog we decided to go with the MF-60 model. The
current heat exchanger is the MF-15. The new MF-60 heat exchanger will be approximately double
the size and use dual electric fans instead of a hydraulic fan. This is to reduce any more loads on the
hydraulic system and ensure that the fluid does not overheat.
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Figure 13. Old and new heat exchangers
Based on the calculations earlier, we can now see how much heat dissipation is needed. The
performance curve below plots the heat dissipation against the oil flow. The heat dissipation is based
on a temperature difference of 50°F. A temperature change of 50°F translates to a temperature
change of 27.8°C.
OLD System

NEW System
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The old heat exchanger has approximately 12 gallons per minute of flow because the hedger was only
plumbed for one side of the system. The new heat exchanger will incorporate both sides of the hedger
and will thus have an approximate oil flow of 25 gallons per minute.
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Figure 14. Performance curves of heat exchangers from Thermal Transfer Products.
Based on these flow values, we can correlate the actual performance numbers to the calculated. For
the old system, the calculated heat dissipation is about 7600 BTU/hr and the graphical heat
dissipation is 8000 BTU/hr based on the oil flow. The calculated and graphical value is 5% off thus
verifying that the calculations to achieve the numbers are reliable.
For the new system at 25 gallons per minute, the graphical heat dissipation will be about 28,000
BTU/hr. The calculated minimum heat dissipation rate is 23,000 BTU/hr. There is an 18%
discrepancy, but this value can be considered as a factor of safety since the heat exchanger will build
up a thermal resistance due to fouling. Working in an agricultural field will slowly clog the fins of the
heat exchanger and using a heat exchanger with a higher heat dissipation rate than required will
ensure that fouling resistances will not cause overheating.
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Figure 15. New heat exchanger mounted on the Cal Olive hedger.
Fan Reversing:
A reversing sub-system will be added to the electric fans of the heat exchanger. This system will stop
the fans after a certain amount of time, and reverse the directions of the fans for a short time. Then
the system will return back to normal. This reversing cycle is to help remove or reduce the amount of
fouling between the fins of the heat exchanger. This is very important because it is guaranteed that
debris will enter the fins of the exchanger and reduce the heat transfer effectiveness.

Figure 16. Transition Diagram for Fan Reversal Program
The fan reversing system will consist of 2 relays: a simple Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) relay
and a Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT). The SPDT relay will be the relay that enables or disables
the power going to the fans while the DPDT relay reverses the polarity. Firstly, the SPDT relay will be
wired as normally open so that relay allows power to the fan motors when it is off and cuts the power
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to them when the relay activates. This is to ensure that if the relay were to fail, the electric fans would
still be able to operate. Cutting power to the fans before switching polarity makes sure that the fans do
not get damaged with an instantaneous switch. Such a switch would create a very large voltage spike
and possible blow the relays.

Controller Board:
There are sections of the Cal Olive ranch which are on a hill and it is important that the hedger, while
hedging, to stay vertically. Therefore there is a need for a device to auto level the hedging arms to
maintain the blades at a vertical angle.

Figure 17. Cal Olive hedger in hedging position.
A controller board will be in charge of determining the angle of the blades and send a duty cycle, or
pulse width modulation to the solenoid valves controlling the hydraulic arms. Since the device
controlling the arms is a solenoid, the arms cannot be adjusted by a variable voltage. The valve is
either fully open or fully closed. A servo valve would be required to have a variable voltage input, and
it would be too expensive and complicated to implement. Therefore a pulse width modulation can
obtain similar results to a variable voltage by sending 12V pulses at certain duty cycles.
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Figure 18. Pulse width modulation with differing duty cycles.
The controller board is in charge of many different things, it is in charge of creating and sending a duty
cycle to the solenoids, receiving and converting the signal from the angle sensors, control the fan
reversal system, give power to the sensors, and interface with a laptop.

Figure 19. Prototype controller board for testing.

Figure 20. PCB board for controller.
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Figure 21. Inclinometer sensors that detect angles of blades.
The sensors that will be detecting the angle of the blades are inclinometers. These inclinometers are
analog devices that output a voltage from 0-5 Volts. The controller picks up this signal, converts it to a
digital number (8 bits) and creates a duty cycle for the solenoids. The sensors chosen are very robust
and highly over damped to filter out any vibrations. The sensors can also handle up to 20,000g
mechanical shocks.

Figure 22. Solid State relays that actuate hydraulic pistons.
In order to get the hydraulic arms to move, the microcontroller creates a duty cycle, but the problem is,
is that the controller cannot allow enough current to flow to get the actuators to move. The solenoids
typically activate at 3 Amps, and the max the microcontroller can safely output is 20mA. Therefore
there is a problem that needs to be overcome. To solve this, solid state relays are utilized. A solid
state relay allows a small amount of voltage or current to activate the relay and permits large amounts
of current to flow on the other side. Most importantly, the solid state relay can turn on and off in
milliseconds. This is important because the duty cycle created by the microcontroller pulses very
rapidly, also in the milliseconds.
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Test Plan:
The test for our project will be completed the last weekend of April (4/28/12 - 4/29/12). Upon arriving in
Artois, CA we will install the new more robust printed microcontroller circuit board. The next test will be
to check circuit board performance by testing the auto-leveling system and the fan reverser. Once
these systems check out and meet our and COR’s standards in a controlled shop environment. The
system will be field tested on actual olive trees. During this phase of the testing, all systems will be
monitored so conclusions and recommendations can be made. Closer to the travel date an itinerary of
when each of these tests will be formed to ensure nothing is left out.

Results:
Based on the testing done while the hedger was on campus and from the feedback given by
California Olive Ranch head mechanic Steve Howe, the modifications made to the hedger have
resulted in both positive and negative results. Each of the components were tested in a controlled
shop setting and then in the field. All field testing was completed by COR employees.
Alignment System:
This component of the project met all the requirements when tested in the shop. The system
responded as designed with the appropriate light illuminating when either senor was activated. When
tested in the field the system was too sensitive to be beneficial to the operator. The springs were not
stiff enough to push through the lower brush on the olive trees. This resulted in the operator adjusting
course when it was not necessary. The robust design, the adjustability and the detachment of the
arms met the requirements of COR.

Bearing Carriers and Blade shafts:
Many issues were met in the manufacture and installation of these components. The bearings carriers
had to be machined down to meet the new bearing thickness. This made the distance between the
two bearings less than an inch. Though this has not yielded any apparent problems a larger gap is
desired. The blade shafts, though tough to build, worked perfectly. The new blades easily attached
using the new interface, resulting in much less down time when the blades need replacing. One area
of concern is the pre loading of the bearings. Spacers were made to slide over the blade shaft to apply
a preload on the bearings. If the bearings don’t receive the minimum amount of preload to compress
the rollers into the cup, the bearings do not adequately support the blade shaft. If too much preload is
applied, the amount of torque to spin the shaft becomes too high. COR did report that when this
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preload is correctly applied the system worked perfectly. To our knowledge no bearings have had to
be replaced due to premature wear.
Heat Exchanger:
The new heat exchanger that was installed has had no issues. According to COR, neither the hedger
nor the tractor hydraulic oil has over heated. The machine has been put through 10-12 hour work days
when the ambient temperature was around 70-80 degrees Fahrenheit, but has not yet operated in the
height of summer when temperatures can reach as high as 110 degrees Fahrenheit. This will be the
true test to see how well the new heat exchanger is performing.
Fan Reverser:
The fan reversing system works perfectly when simulated in the shop environment. The fan starts,
spinning in the normal direction, then the controller board takes over. First it will cut the power to let
the fans coast to a stop to avoid overloading the motors. Next, it switches polarity and starts the fans
back up spinning in the opposite direction. Once this occurs the fan runs for the allotted time and
repeats the process. COR has yet to use the system because of the low dust and particulates in the
air after the spring rains. As summer gets underway the system will be tested in the field because
there will be sufficient airborne particulates.
Controller Board:
The prototype board had issues of wires detaching and faulty components. Even with these short
comings the board has allowed us to test the various components controlled by the board with great
success. A better system is needed, which is more robust and permanent.

Conclusions and next steps:
Alignment System:
Stronger springs are needed to reduce the amount of “noise” in the signal to the tractor operator. Due
to the fact that each tree is different, some thicker and thinner, a trial and error approach would be
most efficient in choosing a new spring. We recommend running the system through the older trees as
their growth with provides the highest resistance to the feeler arms. Steve Howe said that he would
install stiffer springs and possibly increase the lever arm on the pivot shaft to acquire the needed
resistance on the feeler arms.
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Bearing Carriers and Blade shafts:
Though the system currently works, we believe a better approach to implementing the tapered roller
bearings would be to redesign the bearing carriers and blade shaft housing from the ground up. This
would allow proper preload each time and reduce the number of components and associated costs.
The blade shafts for the current system have had no bad reviews from COR and to our knowledge are
working properly.

Heat Exchanger:
As mentioned in the results section, the heat exchanger seems to be functioning up to the design
specifications. The system has not been tested in the height of summer but we are confident that the
cooling the electric fans and larger area provide will be more than adequate.
Fan Reversing:
This system works properly but also has yet to be used in the field because fouling of the heat
exchanger has been kept to a minimum due to the low amount of dust, pollen, and other particulates
during the spring. When summer arrives, and the amount of particles in the air increases, the
reversing system will able to be utilized. However, the increase of particulates should have no effect
on the electronic controller system.
Controller Board:
The controller board has been simplified from the prototype and has been printed on a pcb board
versus the bread board that it was on originally. The board was designed to minimize the size but also
keep it large enough to be able to solder components easily. A USB interface has been added to see
information about the controller on the terminal screen of a laptop, and allow COR to change the
parameters of the controller.

Appendix A:
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Background and Research
Table A.1 QFD for Cal Olive Ranch Hedger

Customer Requirements

○

KCI Hedger

Cutting swath width

Reduce oil temperature

Plumbing efficiencies

Pump & motor efficiencies

Oil temp vs. viscosity

Cutting arm controller

Adam Englehardt
Steve Howe

Forces on blade shaft

Customers:

Blade horsepower

California Olive Ranch Hedger

Weighting (Total 100)

Engineering Requirements (HOWS)

●

3

∆

2

design bigger star

15

new bearing carrier

20

○

hydraulics heat

20

∆

●

5

∆

●

different pumps & motors?

10

●

●

self-leveling arms

10

●

1

self-aligning in the row

15

●

1

different hydraulic oil?

parallel vs. series for motors

5

●

∆

●

∆

●

○

●

○

●

2

○

3

○

∆

●

3

3

●=9
Srong Correlation

○=3
Units

hp

lbs

n/a

cst

%

%

deg

in.

Targets
Benchmark #1
Benchmark #2

6
2

4500
4500

n/a
n/a

30
11

80
?

80
?

150
180

108
90

Medium Correlation

∆=1
Small Correlation

Table A.2. Cal Olive Ranch hedger formal engineering requirements. Shown in the table are the design
parameters, then the required measurement followed by the tolerance of the parameter. In the Risk column the
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likely hood of meeting the requirement is ranked from low to high. The compliance column assesses the
method of solving the design requirement. The symbols mean the following: Analysis (A), Test (T), Similarity to
Existing Designs (S), and Inspection (I).
Cal Olive Ranch Hedger Formal Engineering Requirements
Spec.
#

Parameter Description

Requirement or Target
(units)

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Hydraulic viscosity

25 to 36 (centistokes)*

±5

M

A, T, S, I

2

Oil Temperature

150 F

± 30

M

A,T, I

3

Cutting Width

108 (in) = 9(ft)

±0.25

L

I, A

4

Production Cost

$?

Max

M

A

5

Blade Power

6 (hp)

Min

L

A

6

Blade Rotation Speed

5000-6000 (rpm)

± 500

M

A, T, I

7

Star Rotation Speed

60 (rpm)

±2

M

A, T, I

8

Tractor Speed

3 (mph)

±3

M

A, T, S, I
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Table A.3 Gantt chart of planned senior project schedule. The following four images are the
progression of the Gantt chart.
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Appendix B:
Sample Calculations and Drawings

Figure B.1 FBD and shear moment diagram of the blade shaft. Primary analysis on the reaction
forces due to the tension in the belt.
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Figure B.2 Assembly drawing of redesigned bearing carrier.
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Figure B.3 Base plate for bearing shaft housing for the redesigned bearing carrier.
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Figure B.4 Original bearing shaft housing for the COR hedger.
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Figure B.5 New bearing shaft housing for the redesigned bearing carrier.
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Figure B.6 Drive shaft with key for turning blade shaft for the redesigned bearing carrier.
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Figure B.7 Old blade shaft for the original bearing carrier.
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Figure B.8 Sheave which attaches to the drive shaft using set screws on the redesigned bearing carrier.
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Figure B.9 New blade shaft part drawing.
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Figure B.10 Feeler arm assembly drawing
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Figure B.11 Feeler arm tubing drawing
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Figure B.12 Feeler Arm Pivot Tube drawing
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Figure B.13 Feeler Arm Pivot Shaft drawing
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Figure B.14 Feeler Arm Nylon “bow” rod drawing
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Figure B.15 Controller board schematic.
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Appendix C:
Vendor Information List
Table C.1
Vendor
Central Coast
Bearing

Part Supplied

Part Number

Quantity

Price

Oil Seals (large dia.)
Oil Seals (small dia.)
Tapered Roller Bearings

550154
15093 (SKF)
LM78349A (Timken)

12
12
24

$11.60/ea.

Electrical wire & misc.
Inclinometers
Solid State Relays
Double Pole Relays
Single Pole Relays
Heat Exchanger

n/a
SCA121T-D05 (mfgr.)
CC1127-ND (digikey)
PB349-ND (digikey)
Z2868-ND (digikey)
MF-60-1-4A

1
2
4
2
2
1

$322.29
$160/ea.
$28.12/ea.
$13.82/ea.
$5.49/ea.
$997.00

NAPA auto parts
DigiKey
DigiKey
DigiKey
DigiKey

Contact Info
(805) 5469082

$25.52
(805) 5437287
digikey.com
digikey.com
digikey.com
digikey.com

Table C.2
Item
Circuit Board

Value

Description

MicroController

164pa

IC MCU AVR 16K FLASH 44TQFP

UART-FT232RL
Crystal
Voltage
Regulator
Screw Header
Mini USB

IC USB FS SERIAL UART 28-SSOP
20Mhz CRYSTAL 20.0 MHZ 20 PF FUND

1

5.28

1
1

4.5
0.41

IC REGULATOR POSITIVE 5V TO-263

LM340S-5.0-ND

1

1.66

-

TERM BLOCK 5.08 2POS VERT
CONN RECEPT MINI-USB TYPE A SMT
CONN HEADER 6POS UNSHD VERT
T/H
SWITCH PUSH SPST-NO 0.1A 32V
DIODE RECTIFIER 1A 400V DO-41

WM4393-ND
ED90342CT-ND

14
1

0.9
1.76

609-3710-ND

1

0.72

401-1975-ND
641-1311-1-ND

1
4

1.03
0.25

MOSFET N-CH 60V 500MA TO-92
BEAD CORE SINGLE 3.5X5MM AXIAL

BS170_D27ZCT-ND
P9820BK-ND

2

0.4

1

0.14

CAP CER 18PF 100V 5% RADIAL

490-3632-ND

2

0.4

0.01µF CAP CER 10000PF 50V RADIAL

490-5396-ND

1

0.22

0.1µF

490-5369-ND

1

0.19

490-3862-ND

1

0.28

620QBK-ND
S1.5KQCT-ND
S2.7KQCT-ND
S20KQCT-ND

8
2
2
2

0.068
0.08
0.08
0.08

3x2

Reset Switch
Diode

NChan
-

Ferrite Bead
Ceramic
Capacitor
Ceramic
Capacitor
Ceramic
Capacitor
Ceramic
Capacitor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor

ATMEGA164PA-ANND
768-1007-1-ND
CTX1106-ND

Qty Price ($)

5V

Prog Header

Mosfet

Digi-Key P/N

18pF

CAP CER 0.1UF 50V 10% RADIAL

0.22µF CAP CER 0.22UF 50V RADIAL
620
1.5k
2.7k
20k

RES 620 OHM 1/4W 5% CARBON FILM
RES 1.5K OHM 1/4W 5% CF MINI
RES 2.7K OHM 1/4W 5% CF MINI
RES 20K OHM 1/4W 5% CF MINI
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Resistor
LED
LED
LED

47k
Red
Green
Yellow

Switch

SPST

Auto-Leveling
SS Relay
High Vol Diode
Fan Reversal
Relay
Relay
Row Alignment
Switch

RES 47K OHM 1/4W 5% CARBON FILM
LED SS 3MM 625NM RED DIFF
LED SS 3MM 568NM GREEN DIFF
LED SS 3MM 588NM YLW DIFF
SW TOGGLE SPST BAT THR UL/CSA

CF14JT47K0CT-ND
754-1219-ND
754-1210-ND
754-1212-ND
M2011SS1W01/UCND

2
4
4
4

0.08
0.14
0.14
0.15

3

3.45

5 Amp
-

RELAY SSR 5A BIPOL DC INPUT
DIODE STD REC 100V 12A DO-4

CC1127-ND
12F10-ND

4
6

28.12
4.82

DPDT
SPDT

RELAY GEN PURPOSE DPDT 30A 12V
RELAY AUTOMOTIVE SPDT 35A 12V

PB349-ND
Z2868-ND

2
2

13.82
5.49

SPSDT

SWITCH SPDT 5A HINGED ROLLER TAB

SW872-ND

2

2.63

Table C.3
Item
MicroController
UART-FT232RL
Crystal
Voltage Regulator
Screw Header
Mini USB
Prog Header
Reset Switch
Diode
Mosfet
Ferrite Bead
Ceramic Capacitor
Ceramic Capacitor
Ceramic Capacitor
Ceramic Capacitor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
LED
LED
LED
Switch
Auto-Leveling

Datasheet
http://www.atmel.com/Images/8152s.pdf
http://www.ftdichip.com/Support/Documents/DataSheets/ICs/DS_FT232R.pdf
http://www.ctscorp.com/components/Datasheets/008-0309-0.pdf
http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/lm340-n.pdf
http://www.molex.com/elqNow/elqRedir.htm?ref=http://www.molex.com/pdm_docs/sd/
398800302_sd.pdf
http://www.mill-max.com/images/products/pdf/metric/121M.pdf
http://portal.fciconnect.com/res/en/pdffiles/doc_search/20021111.pdf
http://www.ckcomponents.com/index.php?module=media&action=Display&cmpref=13327&lang=en&w
idth=&height=&format=&alt=
http://61.219.227.171/cms/UserFiles/QWBG013%201N4001%20Thru454875.%201N4007%20REV.A.pdf
http://www.fairchildsemi.com/ds/BS/BS170.pdf
http://industrial.panasonic.com/www-data/pdf/AEH0000/AEH0000CE7.pdf
http://www.murata-northamerica.com/murata/murata.nsf/promo_rde_handout.pdf
http://www.murata-northamerica.com/murata/murata.nsf/promo_rde_handout.pdf
http://www.murata-northamerica.com/murata/murata.nsf/promo_rde_handout.pdf
http://www.murata-northamerica.com/murata/murata.nsf/promo_rde_handout.pdf
http://www.yageo.com/documents/recent/Leaded-R_CFR_2011.pdf
http://www.seielect.com/catalog/SEI-CF_CFM.pdf
http://www.seielect.com/catalog/SEI-CF_CFM.pdf
http://www.seielect.com/catalog/SEI-CF_CFM.pdf
http://www.seielect.com/catalog/SEI-CF_CFM.pdf
http://www.us.kingbright.com/images/catalog/SPEC/WP132XYD.pdf
http://www.us.kingbright.com/images/catalog/SPEC/WP132XYD.pdf
http://www.us.kingbright.com/images/catalog/SPEC/WP132XYD.pdf
http://www.nkkswitches.com/pdf/MtogglesBushing.pdf
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SS Relay
High Vol Diode
Fan Reversal
Relay
Relay

http://www.crydom.com/en/Products/Catalog/d_c60.pdf
http://www.vishay.com/doc?93487
http://documents.tycoelectronics.com/commerce/DocumentDelivery/DDEController?Acti
on=showdoc&DocId=Data+Sheet%7F1308242_T92%7F0910%7Fpdf%7FEnglish%7FENG_D
S_1308242_T92_0910.pdf
http://components.omron.com/components/web/pdflib.nsf/0/39018354E59A56C985257
201007DD68C/$file/G8JN_0607.pdf

Row Alignment
Switch

http://components.omron.com/components/web/pdflib.nsf/0/80FC48E7A8A557A885257
201007DD493/$file/SS_1110.pdf

Table C.4
Precision Machine Co. Order Form
Item
Description
Bearing Carrier Housing
Turn down bearing shoulder 1.25" from top edge
New blade shafts
Build shafts with keyway, threads, and bottom flange
1" ID spacers
spacer 1" long
1.5" OD Spacers
Spacer 1.5"long
Metal Order
2.5" x .25" square tubing
8 ft. long
2.5" x .25" square tubing
6 ft. long
1.5" x .12" Pipe
3 ft. long
2' x 3' - sheet metal
16 gauge
2' x 3' - expanded metal
.5" diamond, flat
Miscellaneous
extra Labor and Bonus
Bonus for completing emergency work on time
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Qty
12
12
12
12

Price (single unit)
$24
$63
$10
$10

1
1
1
1
1

$40
$30
$10
$20
$20

NA

$300
Total
$1,700

Appendix D:
Data Sheets

*

Product Datasheet

Stock Number 15093

Inches

Description

LDS & SMALL BORE SEAL

Shaft

1.5

Lip Code

Nitrile (Lip Code: R)

Bore

2.441

OD

2.445

Width

0.313

Weight

0.053

Type/Style
CRWA1

UPC

00085311015226

Speedi-Sleeve

99149

Bore-Tite on O.D.

Y
Product Images: Note: photos are representative of construction.

Figure D.1 Product Datasheet for small diameter bearing housing seal.
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*

Product Datasheet

Stock Number 550154

Inches

Description

LDS & SMALL BORE SEAL

Shaft

1.75

Lip Code

Nitrile (Lip Code: R)

Bore

2.441

OD

2.445

Width

0.313

Weight

0.055

Type/Style
CRWA1

UPC

00085311048637

Speedi-Sleeve

99174

WastWatcher

17315

Bore-Tite on O.D.

Y

Product Images: Note: photos are representative of construction.

Figure D.2 Product Datasheet for large diameter bearing housing seal.
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Figure D.3 Heat Exchanger Specification Sheet
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Figure D.4 Inclinometer Specification Sheet
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T92 Series Two-pole 30A PCB or Panel Mount Relay
n
n

30A, 2 form A (NO) and 2 form C (CO) switching capability
Designed to control compressor loads to 3.5 tons, 110LRA / 25.3FLA

n

Meets requirements of UL 508 and UL 873 spacings - 8mm through
air, 9.5mm over surface

n

Meets requirements of VDE 8mm spacing, 4kV dielectric coil-tocontact
Meets requirements of UL Class F construction
UL approved for 600VAC switching (1.5HP)

n
n
n

New screw terminal version (consult factory for availability,
ratings)

Typical applications
HVAC, residential / commercial appliances, industrial controls
Approvals
UL E58304 (Recognized and Listed); CSA LR48471; VDE 40019600
Technical data of approved types on request

Contact Data
Contact arrangement
Rated voltage
Max. switching voltage

2 form A (NO), 2 form C (CO)
277VAC
600VAC

Limiting continuous current
30A NO; 3A NC
Limiting making current
30A NO; 3A NC
Limiting breaking current
30A NO; 3A NC
Contact material
AgSnOInO, AgCdO
Min. recommended contact load
500ma (NO)/ 100ma (NC), 12VAC
Frequency of operation, with load
360hr
Operate/release time max., including bounce
15/15ms

Contact ratings 1) (continued)
ARI 780-86 Endurance Test (section 6.6):
HVAC Definite Purpose Contactor Standard
Normally Open Contacts
Single Phase/Two Pole (Both poles together switching a single load)
110 LRA, 25.3 FLA, 200K operations (DC Coil)

L1
T1

T2

Single Phase Per Pole (Single load per pole)
110 LRA, 18 FLA, 200K operations (DC Coil).
60 LRA, 14 FLA, 200K operations (AC Coil).

L1
Figure 2

Contact ratings 1)
Type
Load
UL508
AgCdO
NO
40A, 277VAC, resistive
NO
30A, 120/277VAC, resistive
NO
10A, 600VAC, general purpose
NO
1HP, 120VAC
NO
3HP, 240VAC
NO
1.5HP, 480 or 600VAC
NO
110LRA/25.3FLA, 240VAC (DC coil only)
NO
60LRA/14FLA, 240VAC (AC coil only)
NO
3A, 240VAC, pilot duty
NO
20A, 28VDC, resistive
NO
TV10, 120VAC
NC
3A, 277VAC
NC
2A, 480VAC
NC
1A, 600VAC
AgSnOInO
NO
30A, 120/277VAC, resistive (DC coil only)
NO
30A, 120/277VAC, resistive (AC coil only)
NO
20A, 480VAC, resistive
NO
1.5HP, 120VAC, 2 pole making/breaking (Fig.1)
NO
3HP, 240VAC, 3 phase (DC coil only)
NO
3HP, 480VAC, 3 phase (DC coil only)
NO
2HP, 600VAC, 3 phase (DC coil only)
VDE
AgCdO, flange mount relays
NO
20A, 400VAC
NC
3A, 400VAC
CO
20A NO / 3A NC, 400VAC
AgCdO, PC mount relays
NO
30A, 400VAC
NC
3A, 400VAC

L2

T1

L2
T2

Cycles
1) Contact ratings at 25°C (unless otherwise noted) with relay properly vented.

6x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
1x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
200x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103
100x103

FLA, LRA ratings are compatible with 3.5 ton compressor applications.

Mechanical endurance

10x106 ops.

Coil Data
Coil voltage range
5 to 110VDC; 12 to 240VAC
Max. coil power
1.7W; 4.0VA
Max. coil temperature
155°C
Coil insulation system according UL
Class F
Coil
versions,
DC
coil
Coil
Rated
Operate
Release
Coil
Rated coil
code
voltage
voltage
voltage
resistance
power
VDC
VDC
VDC
Ω±10%
W
6
6
4.5
0.6
22
1.7
9
9
6.75
0.9
48
1.7
12
12
9
1.2
86
1.7
18
18
13.5
1.8
197
1.7
24
24
18
2.4
350
1.7
48
48
36
4.8
1390
1.7
CO
30A NO / 3A NC, 400VAC
30x103

100x103
30x103
30x103
100x103
30x103
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110
110
82.5
11
7255
1.7
Coil
versions,
AC
coil
Coil
Rated
Frequency Operate
Release
Coil
Rated
coil code voltage
voltage
voltage
resistance
power
VAC
Hz
VAC
VAC
Ω±10%
VA

12
24
120
240
277

12
24
110/120
220/240
250/277

60
60
50/60
50/60
50/60

9.6
19.2
96
192
222

1.2
2.4
12
24
28

9.1
36.6
950
3800
5485

All figures are given for coil without preenergization, at ambient temperature +23°C.
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4
4
4
4
4

T92 Series Two-pole 30A PCB or Panel Mount Relay

(Continued)

Other Data

Ambient temperature vs. coil voltage
Assumptions:
1. Thermal resistance = 35°C per Watt (DC only.)
2. Still air.
3. Nominal coil resistance.
4. Max. mean coil temperature = 155°C (change of resistance method).
5. Coil temperature rise due to load = 6.3°C @ 30 amps.
6. Curves are based on 1.7W at 25°C (DC only.).

Material compliance: EU RoHS/ELV, China RoHS, REACH, Halogen content
refer to the Product Compliance Support Center at
www.te.com/customersupport/rohssupportcenter
Ambient temperature
DC coil
-55ºC to 85ºC
AC coil
-55ºC to 65ºC
Category of environmental protection
IEC 61810
RTI - dust protected,
RTII - flux proof, RTIII - wash tight
Vibration resistance (functional)
1.65mm max excursions, 10-55 Hz
Shock resistance (functional)
10g for 11msec
Shock resistance (destructive)
100g
Terminal type
pcb-tht or quick connect
Weight
86g
Resistance to soldering heat THT
IEC 60068-2-20
250°C
Packaging/unit
tray/30 pcs., box/120 pcs.

Max. Allowable Ambient Temp. (°C)

Coil Data (continued)

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
70

75 80

85

90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Applied Coil Voltage (% of Rated Nominal)

Insulation Data
Initial dielectric strength
between open contacts
between contact and coil
between adjacent contact
Initial surge withstand voltage
between contact and coil
Initial insulation resistance
between insulated elements
Clearance/creepage
between contact and coil

1500Vrms
4000Vrms
2000Vrms
6kV
1x109Ω
8mm clearance/9.5mm creepage

Dimensions
T92 – Mounting and termination code 1

T92 – Mounting and termination code 2, 3 and 4

1.36 MAX.
(34.54)

2.06 MAX.
(52.32)

1.21 MAX.
(30.73)

.585 ± .005
(14.86 ± .13)

.630 ± .005
(16.00 ± .13)

1.04 MAX.
(26.42)

.156
(3.96)

1.495 MAX.
(37.97)

. 250 TYP.
(6.35)

1.618 ± .020
(41.10 ± .51)
.309 ± .005
(7.85 ± .13)

1.36 MAX.
(34.54)

2.700 MAX.
(68.58)

.032 TYP.
(0.81)

1.000 ± .010
(25.40 ± .25)

.047 TYP.
(1.19)

.585 ± .005
(14.86 ± .13)

2.05 MAX.
(52.07)
2.345 ± .005
(59.56 ± .13)
1.618 TYP.
(41.10 ± .51)
.309 ± .005
(7.85 ± .13)
.090 RAD.
(2.29)
FOR #8 SCREW

.630 TYP.
(16.00)
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T92 Series Two-pole 30A PCB or Panel Mount Relay
Dimensions

(Continued)

Terminal assignment
Bottom view on pins

T92 – Mounting and termination code 5
2 Form A

2 Form C

2.700 MAX.
(68.58)

0
1.36 MAX.
(34.54)
.090 (2.29)
RAD. FOR
#8 SCREW
2.345 ± .005
(59.56 ± .13)
2.135 MAX.
(54.23)

0

2

4

2

4

6

8

6

8 7

3

1

1.431 MAX.
(36.34)

1

PCB layout
Bottom view on pins
T92 - Mounting and termination code 1

2.010 MAX.
(51.05)
.913 MAX.
(23.19)

.309
(7.85)

.585
(14.86)

1.618
(41.10)
.185
(4.70)

.365
(9.27)
.630
(16.00)

1.000
(25.40)

.203 TYP.
(5.16)

.052 TYP.
(1.32)

.162
(4.12)

.072 TYP.
(1.83)

An alternate PC board layout utilizes .076 ± .003 (1.93 ± .076) diameter holes on the same
center-to-center spacing shown above. Use of the rectangular holes is recommended for
improved solderability.
Only necessary terminals are present on single throw models. Consequently, some holes

will be unnecessary for single throw models.

Product code structure

Typical product code

T92

S

11

D

Type
T92
Printed circuit board / panel mount power relay T92
Enclosure
P Dust protected plastic case
S Wash-tight, tape sealed, plastic case (Mounting and termination code 1)
Top sealed, not wash-tight, not tape sealed on bottom (Mounting and termination codes 2, 3 & 4)
Contact arrangement
7 2 form A (2 NO)
11 2 form C (2 CO)
Coil Input
A AC voltage, 60Hz or 50/60 Hz (consult coil versions table)
D DC voltage
Mounting and termination
1 Printed circuit board mount; printed circuit board terminals.
2 Panel mount via flanged cover; .250” (6.35mm) x .032” (.81mm) QC terminal
3 Panel mount via flanged cover; .187” (4.75mm) x .032” (.81mm) QC terminals for coil and .250” (6.35mm) for contacts
4 Panel mount via flanged cover, .187” (4.75mm) x .020” (.51mm) QC terminals for coil and .250” (6.35mm) for contacts.
5 Panel mount via flanged cover, M4 screws w/ captive pressure plates. Requires Enclosure P and Contact arrangement 7.
Contact material
2 AgCdO
4 AgSnOInO
Coil voltage
Coil code: please refer to coil versions table
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T92 Series Two-pole 30A PCB or Panel Mount Relay

(Continued)

Product Code

Enclosure

Contacts

Coil

Mounting

Contact Material

Coil

Part Number

T92P7A22-24
T92P7A22-120
T92P7A22-240
T92P7A22-277
T92P7A24-240
T92P7A52-120
T92P7A52-240
T92P7D12-12
T92P7D12-24
T92P7D22-12
T92P7D22-24
T92P7D22-48
T92P7D24-12
T92P7D24-24
T92P7D42-24
T92P7D52-12
T92P7D52-24
T92P11A12-120
T92P11A22-12
T92P11A22-24
T92P11A22-120
T92P11A22-240
T92P11A22-277
T92P11A24-240
T92P11A42-120
T92P11D12-12
T92P11D22-12
T92P11D22-24
T92P11D24-12
T92P11D24-24
T92S7A12-24
T92S7A12-120
T92S7A12-240
T92S7A22-24
T92S7A22-120
T92S7A22-240
T92S7D12-12
T92S7D12-24
T92S7D12-48
T92S7D12-110
T92S7D14-24
T92S7D22-12
T92S7D22-18
T92S7D22-24
T92S7D22-110
T92S11A12-24
T92S11A12-120
T92S11A12-240
T92S11A22-12
T92S11A22-24
T92S11A22-120
T92S11A22-240
T92S11D12-12
T92S11D12-24
T92S11D12-48
T92S11D12-110
T92S11D22-12
T92S11D22-24

Plastic dust cover

2 form A, 2 NO

AC

Panel mount + quick conn.

AgCdO

Panel mount + screw term.

AgSnOInO
AgCdO

24 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
277 VAC
240 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
12 VDC
24 VDC
12VDC
24 VDC
48 VDC
12VDC
24 VDC

6-1393211-0
5-1393211-7
6-1393211-2
6-1393211-3
3-1423008-3
1423008-8
1-1423008-2
6-1393211-5
6-1393211-6
6-1393211-9
7-1393211-1
7-1393211-2
2-1423008-2
1423008-9
7-1393211-5
1-1423008-0
1423967-1
3-1393211-8
3-1393211-9
4-1393211-3
4-1393211-0
4-1393211-4
4-1393211-6
3-1423008-7
4-1393211-8
5-1393211-0
5-1393211-3
5-1393211-4
3-1423008-5
3-1423008-6
9-1393211-8
9-1393211-7
9-1393211-9
1393212-4
1393212-2
1393212-5
1393212-8
1-1393212-0
1-1393212-1
1393212-7
1-1423008-8
1-1393212-4
1-1393212-5
1-1393212-7
1-1393212-3
8-1393211-1
8-1393211-0
8-1393211-2
8-1393211-3
8-1393211-6
8-1393211-4
8-1393211-7
8-1393211-9
9-1393211-0
9-1393211-1
8-1393211-8
9-1393211-3
9-1393211-4

DC

PCB terminals
Panel mount + quick conn.

AgSnOInO
AgCdO
Panel mount + screw term.
2 form C, 2 CO

AC

PCB terminals
Panel mount + quick conn.

AgSnOInO
AgCdO
DC

PCB terminals
Panel mount + quick conn.
AgSnOInO

Wash tight

2 form A, 2 NO

AC

Top sealed

AgCdO

Panel mount + quick conn.

Wash tight

DC

Top sealed

Wash tight

PCB terminals

PCB terminals

Panel mount + quick conn.

2 form C, 2 CO

AC

Top sealed

Wash tight

Top sealed

AgSnOInO
AgCdO

PCB terminals

Panel mount + quick conn.

DC

PCB terminals

Panel mount + quick conn.

Figure D.5 Double Pole Double Throw Relay Data Sheet

Automotive Relay

12 VDC
24 VDC
120 VAC
12 VAC
24 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
277 VAC
240 VAC
120VAC
12 VDC
24 VDC
12 VDC
24 VDC
24 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
24 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
12 VDC
24 VDC
48 VDC
110 VDC
24 VDC
12 VDC
18 VDC
24 VDC
110 VDC
24 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
12 VAC
24 VAC
120 VAC
240 VAC
12 VDC
24 VDC
48 VDC
110 VDC
12 VDC
24 VDC

G8JN
General Purpose Automotive Power Relay
• Wide temperature range: -40° C to 125° C.
• Standard ISO terminal footprint.
• Handles heavy automotive load; inrush current 100 A.
• High current path fully welded; reduces heat buildup at full
load.
• Made in North America.

Ordering Information
Terminal type
Plug in

Contact form
SPDT

Cover
Standard

Weatherproof

Resistor
----680 Ω
680 Ω
--680 Ω
680 Ω
---

Bracket
--Molded plastic
--Molded plastic
----Metal
Metal

Specifications
■ Contact Data
Max. resistive load
SPDT
Contact voltage drop (Initial value at 23° C)
Max. inrush current
Inductive load

35 A (NO) / 20 A (NC)
≤200 mV (NO) / ≤100 mV (NC)
100 A (NO) / 40 A (NC)

■ Coil Data
Rated voltage
Operating voltage
Coil resistance (see note)
Pick-up voltage
Dropout voltage

12 VDC
10-16 VDC
74 Ω ± 15%
8 V (23° )
1 V at 23° C

Note: Coil resistance specified is without the suppression resistor.

Model
G8JN-1C7T-DC12
G8JN-1C7T-MF-DC12
G8JN-1C7T-R-DC12
G8JN-1C7T-MF-R-DC12
G8JN-1C6T-DC12
G8JN-1C6T-R-DC12
G8JN-1C6T-F-R-DC12
G8JN-1C6T-F-DC12

■ Characteristics
Operate time at 23° C
Release time at 23° C
Insulation resistance
Shock resistance
Vibration resistance
Duty cycle at rated load [16V at 80° C]
Mechanical life
Electrical life (resistive load)
Operating ambient temperature
Weight

20 ms max @ 12 VDC
10 ms max @ 12 VDC
> 20 MΩ @500 VDC
10G min.
9G min.
Up to 100%
1,000,000 operations min.
100,000 operations minimum (14V / 35A)
-40° to 125° C
Approx. 34g

Note: Data shown are of initial value.

Dimensions
Unit: mm (inch)

■ SPDT Plug-in Type
G8JN-1C7T- @@@

30

87a

16.8
(.66)
28.0
(1.10)

86

87

85

Circuit Diagram

30 85

86 87 87a

Resistor
optional

7.9 (.31)
8.35 (.33)
10.35 (.41)
17.90 (.70)
28 (1.10)

dia. 7.0

16
(.63)

25±.40
(.98±.016)

25±.40
(.98±.016)

11(.43)

11(.43)

Standard Package

Plastic Bracket Optional

■ SPDT Plug-in Weatherproof Type
G8JN-1C6T- @@@
16.60 (0.65)
dia. 6.4
Optional Brackets
Available

60.8
(2.39)
44.7
(1.76)

35.5
(1.40)

35.5
(1.40)

Circuit Diagram
87
87a
85

86
30
30 85

86 87 87a

Resistor Optional

Note: In the interest of product improvement, specifications are subject to change.

Figure D.6 Single Pole Relay Data Sheet

Automotive Relay

G8JN

7
1

DC60 Series
• Bi-polar transistor output
• Ratings from 3A to 7A @ 60 VDC
• AC or DC control
• UL and cUL Recognized (E116950)

PRODUCT SELECTION
Control Voltage
3.5-32 VDC
90-280 Vrms/VDC

3A

5A

7A

DC60S3
DC60SA3

DC60S5
DC60SA5

DC60S7
DC60SA7

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS (1)
Description

3A

5A

7A

Operating Voltage [VDC]
Maximum Off-State Leakage Current @ Rated Voltage [mA]
Maximum Load Current [ADC] (2)
Minimum Load Current [mA]
Maximum Surge Current [Adc] (10ms)
Maximum On-State Voltage Drop @ Rated Current [Vdc]
Thermal Resistance Junction to Case (Rjc) [°C/W]

3-60
0.1
3
20
6
1.3
2.2

3-60
0.1
5
20
10
1.5
2.2

3-60
0.1
7
20
14
1.7
2.2

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS (1)
Description
Control Voltage Range
Minimum Turn-On Voltage
Minimum Turn-Off Voltage
Typical Input Current
Nominal Input Impedance
Maximum Turn-On Time [msec] (3)
Maximum Turn-Off Time [msec] (4)

DC Control

AC/DC Control

3.5-32 VDC
3.5 VDC
1.0 VDC
2.2 mA @ 5 VDC
1500 Ohm
0.1
0.3

90-280 Vrms/VDC
90 Vrms/VDC
10 Vrms/VDC
2 mA @ 120 V, 4 mA @ 240 V
60K
10
40

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Description
Dielectric Strength, Input/Output/Base (50/60Hz) [Vrms]
Minimum Insulation Resistance (@ 500 V DC)
Maximum Capacitance, Input/Output
Ambient Operating Temperature Range
Ambient Storage Temperature Range
Weight (typical)
Encapsulation
Terminals
Recommended Terminal Screw Torque Range:

GENERAL NOTES
1) All parameters at 25°C unless otherwise specified.
2) Heat sinking required, see derating curves.
3) Turn-on time for –B version is 300 µs
4) Turn-off time for –B version is 100 µs.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Parameters
4000
109 Ohm
8 pF
-30 to 80°C
-40 to 125 °C
3.0 oz (86.5g)
Thermally conductive Epoxy
Screws and Saddle Clamps Furnished, Unmounted
6-32 Screws - 10 in lbs. 8-32 and 10-32 Screws -20 in. lbs. (Screws dry without grase)

THERMAL DERATE INFORMATION

WIRING DIAGRAM

AGENCY APPROVALS
Designed in accordance with the requirements of IEC 62314

E116950
Rev. 120711

Figure D.7 Solid State Relay Data Sheet

Table D.1 Tapered Roller Bearing Specifications
Bearing Type

TRB

Bearing Subtype

TS

Cone (Inner)

LM78349A

Cup (Outer)

LM78310A

d - Bore

1.3775

in

D - Outer Diameter

2.4399

in

T - Width

0.658

in

C1 - Dynamic Radial Load Rating - 1 M revs

8850

lbf

C90 - Dynamic Radial Load Rating - 90 M revs

2290

lbf

Ca90 - Dynamic Axial Load Rating - 90 M revs

1750

lbf

C0 - Static Load Rating

11800

lbf

K = 0.39 / Tan (contact angle)

1.31

e = 1.5 * Tan (contact angle)

0.44

Y = 0.4 / Tan (contact angle)

1.35

Cg - Geometry constant for lubrication adjustment to bearing life

0.0678

B - Inner Ring Width

0.6693

in

R - Max Shaft Fillet Radius

0.06

in

db - Shaft Backing Shoulder Diameter

1.65

in

da - Shaft Backing Shoulder Diameter

1.56

in

Aa - Cone Back Face (BF) to Cage distance

0.03

in

Ab - Cone Front Face (FF) to Cage distance

0.05

in

C - Outer Ring Width

0.5354

in

r - Max Housing Fillet Radius

0.06

in

Db - Housing Backing Shoulder Diameter

2.13

in

Da - Housing Backing Shoulder Diameter

2.32

in

a - Effective Center Location

-0.10

in

Assembly Weight

0.46

lb

Figure 1. Sources:
Left: http://vinetechequipment.com/Vine%20Tech%20Hedger%20002.jpg
Middle: http://www.bubco.com/images/bpics/hedgetrim.jpg
Right: http://mjr.superapple.com/img/newsletter//The%20Hedger.jpg
Figure 10. source:
http://bearingstore-shop.com/2011/01/04/bearing-2/

Appendix E:
Controller Setup Procedure
Auto-Leveling System
Each Side Independent:
(Figure 2)
 (4x) 5 amp solid state relays
 (2x) Inclinometer
One Side Dependent
(Figure 3)
 (2x) 7 amp solid state relays
 Make sure combined current of both solenoids is less than 7 amps.
 (1x) Inclinometer
Note: No software setup is needed for dual independent or single independent action.


Mount the Inclinometer(s) at the appropriate angle.



Connect the appropriate actuator solenoid to the appropriate relay terminal



Make sure cables from inclinometers to the controller are well connected and not to
tight, no pinching areas.



Spin long distance wires to reduce noise.



Connect voltage spike protection diodes for the solid state relays



Find good location for controller with minimal vibrations.

Fan Reversal Controller:


Use Single Pole Double Throw (Normally Closed) Relay for the fan power. This ensures
so that if the relay fails it will still run.



Use Double Pole Double Throw Relay for the Fan reversal.



Make sure Voltage Spike Diodes are connected.

USB Interface


Use Mini USB cable to a PC or Linux device.



Use Terminal Communication Device such as Tera Term and connect to appropriate
port. Usually COM4 or USB0.

Controller Layout
(Figure 1)

Dual Independent Leveling Layout
(Figure 2)

Single Independent Leveling Layout
(Figure 3)

Inclinometer Layout
(Figure 4)

Fan Reversal Layout
(Figure 5)

Appendix F:
Controller Debugging Procedure
#1: Check connections!
Nothing Works
1) Check Power
a. Is LED lit?
i. (NO)  No input voltage. Connect source
ii. (YES)  next step…
b. Constant 5 Volts at voltage regulator output?
i. (NO)  Too Much Noise. Next step…

2)
1)
2)

1)
2)
3)

1)
2)

1)

2)
3)
4)

 Use external Voltage Regulator
Check Connections
Tilt Doesn’t Work
Tilt switch ON?
Relay lights go on and off?
a. (NO)  No Signal Communication from Inclinometers
b. (YES, Random Flicker)  Bad signal connection. Too much noise.
c. (YES, Proportionally to Angle)  Bad connection to Solenoid
d. (YES, Proportionally to Angle)  Tilt Gain is set too low. Increase.
Tilt Works But Not Correctly
Oscillating and Unstable?
 Tilt Gain is set too high.
Not going in the correct direction?
 Switch Solenoid Wires from Solid State Relay.
Correcting Opposite Side?
 Switch Inclinometer Signal Wires.
Fan Reversal System Not Working
Fan Reversal Program Switch ON?
Controller LED Lights up?
a. (NO)  Blown Controller Component.
i. Is Diode OK? Measure continuity.
1. (NO)  Replace Diode
2. (YES)  Bad Transistor. Replace with N-channel MOSFET
b. (YES)  Bad connection to relay. Or blown relay.
USB Connectivity Doesn’t Work
LED flicker when connect?
a. (NO)  bad USB connection
b. (YES)  next step
Using Terminal Communication Program such as Tera Term?
Cycle through available connections. Usually COM4.
Does nothing show on the terminal window?
 Hit reset switch.

External Voltage Regulator Diagram

Appendix G:
Controller USB Interface

Plug In USB cable for User Control



Press ‘ENTER’ for user control interface. This stops operation of everything.
Press ‘Q’ to quit and resume normal operation.

Menu:










Reset All
Pulse Width
o See Value
o Set Value
Tilt Gain
o See Value
o Set Value
Zero Angle Degrees
o Read Current Zero Angle Value
o Read Current Angle Value
o Set Zero Angle Value
Read Current Angle
Set Fan Time Values
o Off 1
o Reverse Polarity
o On
o Off 2
o Normal Polarity
o On
o Repeat Time

